Enhanced and reduced heat transport in turbulent thermal convection with polymer additives.
We present an experimental study of turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection with polymer additives made in two convection cells, one with a smooth top and bottom plates and the other with a rough top and bottom plates. For the cell with smooth plates, a reduction of the measured Nusselt number (Nu) was observed. Furthermore, the amount of Nu reduction increases with increasing polymer concentration (c), reaching ~12% for c = 120 ppm and an apparent leveling off thereafter. For the cell with rough plates, however, an enhancement (~4%) of Nu was observed when the polymer concentration is greater than 120 ppm. This increase in Nu is corroborated by an increased large-scale circulation (LSC) velocity in the same cell when polymers are added. In contrast, the LSC velocity in the smooth cell is found to be essentially the same with and without polymers. It is further found that in the smooth cell the rms values of the global Nu, σ(Nu), and that of the local temperature, σ(T), both exhibit similar dependence on c as Nu itself. In contrast, σ(Nu) and σ(T) in the rough cell are found to be essentially independent of c.